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The Liars

Anders Alme is the star broker at Barentz Securities, a brokerage house in Oslo. His
best friend Lars Lande is the country’s most talented and dreaded financial journalist.
Together they share a secret they can never give away. A secret that has provided them
with the net sum of 25 million euros, money safely placed in a banc in Zürich, a
fortune built on a lie.

The two friends had been given a golden opportunity to buy cheap shares in
Greenland Minerals, and they had sold the shares with a huge profit to someone who
badly wanted to buy. The Greenland-shares had even continued to rise in value after
they sold out. But both of them knew the truth: The shares are valueless.
Bad turns to worse when the architects behind the Greenland Minerals-fraud persuade
Anders to raise even more money for the guilt-edged prospect of rare earth minerals.
Soon Anders Alme and Lars Lande are two lawless men who do not know if they are
more worth dead or alive.

“The liars” is a thriller with a reliable plot, high tempo and even higher tempo of
money spent.

Odd Harald Hauge

Odd Harald Hauge is an adventurer, an entrepreneur and
an author. He has worked as a business journalist and as
chief editor for business at Aftenposten. Hauge has also
been a stockbroker. In 1996 he founded Nettavisen, one of
the world’s first ”internet only” newspapers. Hauge has
started many companies, both as investor and
entrepreneur.

Hauge has published several non-fiction books, two of them on moguls within
shipping, Fred. Olsen and John Fredriksen. Hauge has also written books based on his
many adventures and expeditions to The South Pole, Mount Everest and the crossing
of Greenland.

He lives in Oslo with his wife Kristin. Whenever he finds free time, he offers guiding
into the icy wilderness of Spitsbergen, a gift for anyone attracted to extreme
adventures.
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